MB1/K Mountbatten Papers: Civilian life, 1965-79

In his retirement, Lord Mountbatten was involved with a great many charities and organisations, both locally and nationally, and he maintained an interest in many of the issues with which he had been intimately connected, notably India, defence, the navy and the nuclear debate. He also followed the progress of many books and articles concerning events or personalities with which he had been associated. Part of his time was devoted to sorting his archives, largely with a view to their use by a future biographer.

During his retirement, Mountbatten directed considerable energies to the Broadlands estate, opening the house and grounds to the public. He retained his association with local organisations in and around Romsey, and further local interests flowed from his appointment as Governor and Lord Lieutenant of the Isle of Wight. He became Colonel of the Life Guards in 1965 and he was president of the United World Colleges, which involved him in extensive travel overseas, as did the making of the television series THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN.

The papers have been arranged chronologically in files which have been placed in an overall alphabetical order. Further material relating to this period of Lord Mountbatten's life can be found in MB1/L, MB1/M and MB1/O.

MB1/K1 List of photograph albums and related correspondence 1969-71

MB1/K2 List of confidential Chief of Defence Staff files and related correspondence 1976

MB1/K3 Society of Archivists, Hampshire Archivists' Group: minutes of meetings, annual reports, etc. 1970-82

MB1/K3A Society of Archivists, Hampshire Archivists' Group: minutes of meetings, annual reports, etc. 1976-86

MB1/K4 Photograph album: Arromanches, 1940-5 n.d. c.1974

MB1/K5 Visit to Arromanches, D-Day anniversary celebrations 1973-4

MB1/K6 Press coverage of D-Day anniversary celebrations 1974

MB1/K7 Press coverage of visit to Arromanches 1974

MB1/K7A Visit to Arromanches 1973-9

MB1/K7B Arromanches: creation of Artificial Mobile Ports (Mulberries) 1973

MB1/K8 B.Krishna, author: biography of Sardar Vallabhbhai Jhaverbhai Patel 1962-79

MB1/K9 H.E.Cookridge, author 1970

MB1/K9A Richard Hough, author: ADVICE TO A GRAND-DAUGHTER: LETTERS FROM QUEEN VICTORIA TO PRINCESS VICTORIA OF HESSE (1975) 1974-9

MB1/K9B Manuscript of VICTORIA'S FORGOTTEN DAUGHTER - A PORTRAIT OF PRINCESS ALICE by Gerald Eyre Wriothesley Noel n.d. 1970s

MB1/K9C Extracts from Richard Hough ADVICE TO A GRAND-DAUGHTER: LETTERS FROM QUEEN VICTORIA TO PRINCESS VICTORIA OF HESSE, published in WOMAN'S REALM 1975

MB1/K10A Nigel Nicolson, author: biography of Field Marshal Earl Alexander of Tunis


MB1/K12 Alfred Temple Patterson, author: biography of Admiral of the Fleet Alfred Emile Montacute, first Baron Chatfield 1970

MB1/K13 Jeffrey Flintstone, author: book on the imperial and royal families of the world 1970-3

MB1/K14 Denis Richards, author: official biography of Lord Portal of Hungerford 1973-7

MB1/K15 Larry Collins and Dominique Lapierre, authors: WHILE THE WORLD SLEPT and FREEDOM AT MIDNIGHT (1975) 1972-82

MB1/K15A Larry Collins and Dominique Lapierre, authors: publication of FREEDOM AT MIDNIGHT (1975) 1975-7

MB1/K15B Larry Collins and Dominique Lapierre, authors: publication of the French edition of FREEDOM AT MIDNIGHT (1975) 1975

MB1/K15C Larry Collins and Dominique Lapierre, authors: publication of the English edition of FREEDOM AT MIDNIGHT (1975) 1975

MB1/K15D Larry Collins and Dominique Lapierre, authors: the book MOUNTBATTEN AND THE PARTITION OF INDIA 1982-4

MB1/K15E Press cuttings concerning Larry Collins and Dominique Lapierre FREEDOM AT MIDNIGHT (1975) 1975-6

MB1/K16 Gordon Brook-Shepherd, author: UNCLE OF EUROPE (1975), about King Edward VII 1973-6

MB1/K16A Manuscript of RETURN JOURNEY IN BURMA 1943-5, chapters 1-10, by Brigadier George William Howard Peters n.d. post 1965

MB1/K16B Manuscript of RETURN JOURNEY IN BURMA 1943-5, chapters 11-19, by Brigadier George William Howard Peters n.d. post 1965


MB1/K19A Brigadier George William Howard Peters, author: RETURN JOURNY TO BURMA 1943-5 1974-5

MB1/K19B Ronald Lewin, author: biography of Field Marshal Sir William Joseph Slim, first Viscount Slim 1975-6

MB1/K20 Miscellaneous authors: books on the Battenbergs, India, etc. 1937-73

MB1/K20A John A. Matson, author: DEAR OSBORNE (1978), about the Royal Naval College, Osborne 1975-9

MB1/K20C Robert Lacey, author: MAJESTY (1978)  1976-7
MB1/K20D Robert Sherrod, author: biography of General Douglas MacArthur, United States army 1944-77
MB1/K20E James D.Ladd, author: COMMANDOS AND RANGERS IN WORLD WAR II (1978)  1977
MB1/K20G G.Bruce, author: THE ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE: THE FORMATIVE YEARS 1978-83
MB1/K21(1) Miscellaneous authors  1967-80
MB1/K21(2) Miscellaneous authors  1922-78
MB1/K22 Miscellaneous correspondents: A  1966-79
MB1/K22A(1) Miscellaneous correspondents: A  1966-79
MB1/K22B Lois, Countess of Bandon: correspondence between Air Chief Marshal Sir Percy Bernard, fifth Earl of Bandon, and Lord Mountbatten  1979-82
MB1/K22B Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury: Bangladesh  1977-8
MB1/K24 Rear Admiral Josef Bartosik, Assistant Chief of Naval Staff (operations)  1968
MB1/K25 William Maxwell Aitken, first Baron Beaverbrook  1952-72
MB1/K26 Maharaja Karni Singh of Bikaner, India  1967-79
MB1/K26A Requests to write an official biography of Lord Mountbatten  1966-78
MB1/K26B Philip Ziegler and official biography of Lord Mountbatten  1980-5
MB1/K27 Birthday greetings to Lord Mountbatten  1968-78
MB1/K28 Opening of the International Boat Show  1970
MB1/K29 Binding of a book of letters from Lord Mountbatten to his parents  1968
MB1/K29A Manuscript of LOUISE MOUNTBATTEN, QUEEN OF SWEDEN by Margit Fjellman  n.d. post 1965
MB1/K30 Margit Fjellman, author: LOUISE MOUNTBATTEN, QUEEN OF SWEDEN (1968)  1966-8
MB1/K31 Broadlands Archives: books ordered  1966-78
MB1/K32 Broadlands Archives: books loaned or given away  1965-75
MB1/K33 John Terraine, author: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN (1968)  1967-79
MB1/K34 Sir Evan Meredith Jenkins: comments on Aloys A.Michael THE INDUS RIVER, about the transfer of power in India  1967-8


MB1/K36C Proposals for a book to be written on the history of Force 136, South East Asia Command 1974-87

MB1/K37 Miscellaneous correspondence: books 1966-79

MB1/K37A Miscellaneous correspondence: books 1979-85

MB1/K38 Commander Robin Bousfield: research for a biography of Lord Mountbatten 1965-7

MB1/K39 Commander Robin Bousfield: research for a biography of Lord Mountbatten 1967-71

MB1/K41A Notes written by Marjorie, Countess of Brecknock, concerning Richard Hough EDWINA (1985) 1985

MB1/K42 Institute of Brewing: article in THE INSTITUTE OF BREWING JOURNAL 1967-8

MB1/K42A British Broadcasting Corporation: documentary making 1965-7

MB1/K42B British Broadcasting Corporation: television programme about Lord Mountbatten 1979-80

MB1/K43 'British naval contracts with Sweden during the Napoleonic War' by Lord Mountbatten n.d. post 1965

MB1/K44 British Veterinary Association: treatment by Charles Strong, physiotherapist, of Lord Mountbatten's polo pony 1966

MB1/K44A Sale of Britwell House, home of David Hicks 1979

MB1/K45 Television documentaries, interviews, etc., concerning Lord Mountbatten: includes D-Day, transfer of power in India 1966-86

MB1/K54 Broadlands Archives Trust: papers on loan from Stewart Perowne 1936-68

MB1/K55 Papers of Horace Brooks 1933-70

MB1/K57 Papers of Private Edward Moncur, mainly newspaper articles concerning the royal family 1933-74

MB1/K57A Papers of P.R.Fleming, concerning the death of his uncle, W.Clark, on HMS KELLY 1940-83

MB1/K58 Papers of Vernon Erskine-Crum, mainly about the transfer of power in India 1949-67

MB1/K58A Papers of Rear Admiral Sir Rowland Jerram, about South East Asia Command 1922-80

MB1/K59A1 Broadlands: opening to the public 1979-80

MB1/K59B Broadlands: opening to the public, audio-visual programme and exhibition 1979-85
MB1/K59C  Broadlands: extracts from COUNTRY LIFE magazine  1909-40
MB1/K62  George Brown, MP, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs  1966
MB1/K62A  Death of Maharaja Bahadur of Bundi, Rajasthan, India  1977-9
MB1/K63  Union of Burma; Agga Maha Thiri Thudhamma U Ne Win, President  1965-79
MB1/K64  Miscellaneous correspondents: B  1971-7
MB1/K64A  Miscellaneous correspondents: B  1965-85
MB1/K66  Cable and Wireless Limited: concerning the press ship COLUMBO  1971
MB1/K67  Canadian forces reorganisation act and white ensign on Canadian ships  1966-7
MB1/K67(1)  Cap ribbons from HMS KELLY and HMS LION  1979
MB1/K67A  Sir Olaf Caroe: transfer of power in India  1967-87
MB1/K69  Newspaper cartoons of Lord Mountbatten  1966-70
MB1/K70  Marchesa de Casa Maury: death of her husband, Wing Commander the Marchese de Casa Maury 1968-77
MB1/K70A  HMS CAVALIER Trust  1977-9
MB1/K72  `The Chiefs of Staff Committee - 50 years of joint direction' article by Air Commodore B.G.T.Stanbridge  n.d. post 1965
MB1/K73  Chief of Defence Staff  1967-78
MB1/K74  Agatha Christie: THE MURDER OF ROGER ACKROYD  1969-77
MB1/K75  Christmas cards  1966-78
MB1/K75A  Christmas cards  1966-78
MB1/K85  Graham Douglas Clifford, Institute of Electronic and Radio Engineers  1967-77
MB1/K85A  Colonel K.J.Clifford, United States Marine Corps Reserve: George C.Marshall Research Foundation  1976-83
MB1/K86  Heraldry: Lord Mountbatten's coat of arms  1965-76
MB1/K87  'Flying divers': article by D.J.Calnan in COCKPIT  1967
MB1/K88  Philately: mainly first day covers  1967-81
MB1/K89A  Concorde: flights to Calgary for the opening of the airport  1977
MB1/K90  Letters of sympathy, details of memorial services, obituaries  1965-79
MB1/K91  Captain N.T.P.Cooper: mainly concerning a talk given by Cooper 'My time with Mountbatten and other related topics'  1970
MB1/K92  Noel Coward  1941-73

MB1/K93  The CUTTY SARK Society: centenary dinner  1969

MB1/K94  Miscellaneous correspondents: C  1965-80

MB1/K94A  Miscellaneous correspondents: C  1981-7

MB1/K95  Defence debate, House of Lords: statement on defence estimates and the government's decision not to build a new aircraft carrier  1966

MB1/K96  Michael Howard, author: CENTRAL ORGANISATION OF DEFENCE  1967-71


MB1/K98  `Britain's sea gate in peril': thesis by Commander D.H.Macmillan, about the need to provide better conventional defences for the merchant navy  1970

MB1/K99  Tactical nuclear weapons: Lord Mountbatten's opposition to their use  1970-80

MB1/K101  Diaries and letters for binding  1967-83

MB1/K101A  Engagements: requests for Lord Mountbatten to attend functions  1966-79

MB1/K102  Rear Admiral Royer Dick, Commissioner-in-Chief, St John Ambulance Brigade  1967-8

MB1/K102A  Randall Dicks, Governor, the Constantian Society  1971-6

MB1/K103  Admiral Sir Vayrl Begg, First Sea Lord: advice from Lord Mountbatten, his predecessor  1966-8

MB1/K104  Dogs owned or bred by the Mountbattens: pedigrees, vaccination certificates, training, etc. 1969-79

MB1/K105  Sir Reginald Dorman Smith: concerning threats of legal action against Lord Mountbatten for comments made about Burma following the take over of the civil government  1969

MB1/K106  Sir Alec Douglas Home  1966-71

MB1/K107  Dutch/British navies collaborative frigate  1969

MB1/K107A  Sir Etienne Dupuch, editor, the TRIBUNE, Bahamas: articles written about Lord Mountbatten 1976-80

MB1/K108  Miscellaneous correspondents: D  1967-8

MB1/K108(1)  Miscellaneous correspondents: D  1979-80

MB1/K109  Exhibitions: requests for loans of exhibits  1981-7
MB1/K110  Exmouth Term, Royal Naval College, Osborne, 1913-15: reunions, newsletters, etc.  1973-84

MB1/K111  Visit to Echternach, Luxemburg  1958-73

MB1/K111A  Photostats of early family envelopes  1974

MB1/K112  Douglas Fairbanks, junior  1965-84

MB1/K113  Family history: ancestors of Lady Mountbatten, including Cassel and Farquhar branches 1951-78

MB1/K114  Family history: enquiries about Lord Mountbatten's ancestors  1969-77

MB1/K116  Fishing: mainly salmon fishing on the Broadlands estate, including poaching, river pollution, etc.  1965-79

MB1/K117  Forewords written by Lord Mountbatten  1966-74

MB1/K117(1)  Forewords written by Lord Mountbatten  1977-83

MB1/K117A  Request for foreword to THE ROYAL YEAR by Patrick Montague-Smith  1975-6

MB1/K118  Henry Ford II: visits to London, Broadlands, etc.  1966-79

MB1/K119  Major R.A.J.Fowler: 7th Indian Division reunion  1967


MB1/K121  John Freeman  1968-72

MB1/K122  Miscellaneous correspondents: E and F  1966-79

MB1/K122(1)  Miscellaneous correspondents: E and F  1978-86

MB1/K123  Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi: centenary celebrations  1969-70

MB1/K124  Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi: centenary celebrations  1967-73

MB1/K125  Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi: documents on loan to museums and for exhibitions  1968-9

MB1/K125A  GANDHI: film by Sir Richard Attenborough  1982

MB1/K126  Order of the Garter: luncheons, investitures, etc.  1968-80

MB1/K127  Genealogy and heraldry  1966-79


MB1/K128  The CUTTY SARK Society: the GIPSY MOTH IV appeal fund dinner  1968

MB1/K129  Admiral John Henry Godfrey: offer of the post of Vice Chief of the Naval Staff to Lord Mountbatten in December 1940  1967-78

MB1/K130  Subscriptions to magazines for Lord Mountbatten's grandchildren: details of boxes containing mementoes for the grandchildren  1959-79
MB1/K131  Miscellaneous correspondents: G  1966-79
MB1/K131(1)  Miscellaneous correspondents: G  1979-88
MB1/K132  Captain Paul Hammond, United States Navy  1967-73
MB1/K133A  Helicopters: Joint Experimental Unit  1977, 1968
MB1/K140  Ernst Hofman: enquiries about family papers in the Hessian State Archives, Darmstadt  1969-79
MB1/K140C  House of Lords: includes notices, agendas, etc.  1966-79
MB1/K142  Hovercraft history and MOUNTBATTEN OF BURMA class hovercraft: includes correspondence with Sir Christopher Cockerell  1970-8
MB1/K143  Miscellaneous correspondents: H  1968-87
MB1/K143(1)  Miscellaneous correspondents: H  1979-87
MB1/K144  Immigration: integration of immigrant communities and the Select Committee on Race Relations  1967-9
MB1/K145  Imperial War Museum: films deposited with the museum  1969-76
MB1/K145(1)  Imperial War Museum: films deposited with the museum, including a list  1969-87
MB1/K146  India: correspondents include Prime Ministers Moraji Desai and Mrs Indira Gandhi and President Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan  1966-77
MB1/K147  India: publications and correspondence  1966-70
MB1/K148(1)  India: articles and correspondence  1974-9
MB1/K148(2)  India: articles and correspondence  1965-74
MB1/K148A  India: controversy surrounding the alleged death of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose in an aeroplane crash in 1945  1977-9
MB1/K149  Manuscript of THE INDIAN POLITICAL SCENE by Sir Percival Griffiths: details of `The
British in India oral archive 1975

MB1/K149A Indian Imperial Orders: collars of the Order of the Star of India and the Order of the Indian Empire 1976

MB1/K149B India Office Library and Records: availability of Lord Mountbatten's viceregal papers to editors of THE TRANSFER OF POWER series 1979-82

MB1/K149C India: failure to appoint a chief of defence staff following the transfer of power 1977

MB1/K149D India: miscellaneous correspondence 1965-6

MB1/K150 Arrangements for the investiture of Prince Charles as Prince of Wales, Caernarfon Castle, 1 July 1969 1969

MB1/K151 Governorship of the Isle of Wight: Lord Mountbatten's installation as Governor and subsequent visits 1965-73

MB1/K152 Governorship of the Isle of Wight: visits, events and functions 1965-74

MB1/K152A Governorship and Lord Lieutenancy of the Isle of Wight: visits 1975-9


MB1/K152B(1) Governorship of the Isle of Wight: visit of Queen Elizabeth II and invitations to become patron of societies 1965

MB1/K152C Governorship of the Isle of Wight: visit of Queen Elizabeth II and Lord Mountbatten's installation as Governor 1965

MB1/K152C(1) Isle of Wight: visits of Prince Charles and Katherine Lucy Mary, Duchess of Kent 1982-5

MB1/K153 Governorship and Lord Lieutenancy of the Isle of Wight: Lord Mountbatten's installation as Governor and appointment as Lord Lieutenant 1965-80

MB1/K154 The Rajmata Saheba of Jaipur 1966-79

MB1/K155 Press coverage of the visit of Emperor Hirohito of Japan to the United Kingdom, with details of his meeting with Lord Mountbatten 1971

MB1/K156 Japan, His Imperial Majesty 1971

MB1/K157 Commander David Joel, furniture maker: publications by Joel and photocopies of correspondence with Lord Mountbatten from 1922 1967-78

MB1/K158 'The Battle of Jutland, May 1916 - some remarks made by Admiral of the Fleet the Earl Mountbatten of Burma, 51 years after the battle' 1967

MB1/K159 Miscellaneous correspondents: I and J 1965-87

MB1/K160 Kachin Independence Council, Thailand: relations with Burma 1967-8

MB1/K161A President John F. Kennedy, tribute by Lord Mountbatten 1963-4

MB1/K162 Lieutenant Commander P.K. Kemp, Naval Librarian, Naval Historical Branch 1967-8

MB1/K162A Cecil King: allegations of Lord Mountbatten's involvement in a plot to overthrow Harold Wilson's government in 1968 1970-80s

MB1/K163 Major General S.W. Kirby, author: THE WAR AGAINST JAPAN (official history, 1969) 1966-9

MB1/K166 Miscellaneous correspondents: K 1965-79

MB1/K166(1) Miscellaneous correspondents: K 1980-7

MB1/K166A Lillie Langtry and Prince Louis of Battenberg 1978

MB1/K167 Lady Mountbatten: requests for information about her life, proposals for a biography 1966-73

MB1/K167(1) Patricia, Countess Mountbatten of Burma: memorials, tributes, etc., to Lord Mountbatten 1980-2

MB1/K167(2) Patricia, Countess Mountbatten of Burma: memorials, tributes, etc., to Lord Mountbatten 1983-4

MB1/K167(3) Patricia, Countess Mountbatten of Burma: requests to use the Mountbatten name, memorials, tributes, etc. 1982-7

MB1/K168 Countess Mountbatten of Burma Romsey Memorial Trust: Edwina Mountbatten Memorial Homes 1964-6

MB1/K169 Countess Mountbatten of Burma Romsey Memorial Trust: Edwina Mountbatten Memorial Homes 1967-8

MB1/K170 Countess Mountbatten of Burma Romsey Memorial Trust: Edwina Mountbatten Memorial Homes 1969


MB1/K172 Edwina Mountbatten grants to commonwealth students: reports and statistics 1965-76

MB1/K173 Edwina Mountbatten Memorial Fund 1966-78


MB1/K174 Edwina Mountbatten Trust and Countess Mountbatten of Burma Romsey Memorial Trust 1965-77

MB1/K174A Sir William Francis Hare, fifth Earl of Listowel: article 'The Whitehall dimensions of the transfer of power', and the return of regalia taken during the Ashanti wars 1974-8

MB1/K176 Admiral Sir John David Luce 1968

MB1/K178A Eccentric correspondence from Eva Margarete Riekeles 1977-9
MB1/K178B  Eccentric correspondence from Eva Margarete Riekeles  1978-9
MB1/K181B  Eccentric correspondence from K.J.F.  1974-9
MB1/K181B(1)  Eccentric correspondence  1977-9
MB1/K182  Opening of Lymington marina  1968
MB1/K183  Marvin Lyons, Russian Historical Archive Repository: Russian archive material  1966-79
MB1/K184  Miscellaneous correspondents: L  1966-79
MB1/K184(1)  Miscellaneous correspondents: L  1981-6
MB1/K185  Aid to Malta and Friends of Malta 1
MB1/K186  Private visit to Malta  1973
MB1/K187  Malta: National War Museum Association and arrangements for visit to Malta  1966-79
MB1/K188  Professor Arthur J.Marder, University of California: research using Broadlands archives 1968-85
MB1/K189  Admiral John S.McCain, Commander in Chief United States Naval Forces Europe: the Far East 1968
MB1/K190A  French television documentary about the naval action at Mers-el-Kebir in July 1940  1978-9
MB1/K190B  May McFaddon, including photocopies and transcripts of correspondence to and from Lillie Langtry  1979
MB1/K191  Sir Compton Mackenzie: his autobiography  1969-70
MB1/K192  Sir Walter Turner Monckton, first Viscount Monckton of Brenchley: his biography by Sir Frederick Winston Furneaux Smith, second Earl of Birkenhead  1968
MB1/K193  Peter Morley: production of television programmes including THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN  1969-79
MB1/K194  Genealogy: use of the name Mountbatten-Windsor  1971-8
MB1/K194A  Genealogy: use of the name Mountbatten-Windsor  1977-8
MB1/K194B  Mountbatten School, Romsey: card from staff and pupils  1969
MB1/K195  Details of streets, roads, schools, societies, etc., named after Lord Mountbatten  1965-79
MB1/K195(1)  Details of streets, roads, schools, societies, etc., named after Lord Mountbatten  1979-86
MB1/K195(2)  Details of streets, roads, schools, societies, flowers, etc., named after Lord Mountbatten  1980-6
MB1/K196  'The Mountbatten lectures'  1972-84
MB1/K197  The MARY ROSE (1967) Committee: project to raise the MARY ROSE  1973-9
MB1/K197A Captain Hugh Mulleneux: the Atlantic alliance and Anglo-American relations 1974


MB1/K198 Miscellaneous correspondents: M 1965-79

MB1/K198(1) Miscellaneous correspondents: M 1981-7

MB1/K199 NATO: Wing Commander A.W.G. Le Hardy, United Kingdom Delegation 1966

MB1/K200 Naturalisation of Electress Sophia of Hanover and her descendants 1957-73

MB1/K201 Louis Alexander, first Marquis of Milford Haven NAVAL MEDALS: gifts of sets of books to institutions 1967-76

MB1/K202 Nehru Memorial Trust: scholarships, lectures, etc. 1966-78

MB1/K202(1) Nehru Memorial Lectures, including the 1968 lecture, 'Reflections on the transfer of power and Jawaharlal Nehru', given by Lord Mountbatten 1956-85

MB1/K202A Newspapers, magazines: requests for interviews, photographs, etc. 1965-84

MB1/K204 Nigerian civil war: correspondence with Robert A.Allan 1969

MB1/K205 Samples of Lord Mountbatten's notepaper 1979

MB1/K207 Northern Ireland, Governor of: Lord Grey of Naunton 1971

MB1/K208 Admiral Sir Dudley Burton Napier North: the attack on Dakar, 1940, and North's subsequent removal from command of the North Atlantic station: books on the subject (includes papers formerly E117) 1946-77

MB1/K208(1) Manuscript of a book by Professor Arthur Marder concerning Admiral Sir Dudley Burton Napier North and the attack on Dakar n.d. 1960s-70s

MB1/K208A Nuclear warfare 1979

MB1/K209 Miscellaneous correspondents: N 1966-77

MB1/K210 Extracts from the OBSERVER Sunday magazine: presidential election game 1968-72

MB1/K210(1) Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi: centenary celebrations 1968-72

MB1/K210A Miscellaneous organisations 1956-79

MB1/K211 Frank Owen, journalist and broadcaster: PHOENIX magazine 1969-79

MB1/K212 Inauguration of the Open University 1969-79

MB1/K213 The Orders and Medals Research Society 1971-86

MB1/K213A Order of Merit: including the seventy-fifth anniversary celebrations of the Order 1972-7

MB1/K214 Pakistan 1968-79
MB1/K214A Pakistan: Syed Hashim Raza and Lord Mountbatten's view of Pakistan 1978-9
MB1/K215 Mrs Srimati Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit 1965-79
MB1/K216 Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel 1966-79
MB1/K217 Stewart Perowne 1966-75
MB1/K218 Letters of thanks following visits to Broadlands 1967-70
MB1/K219 South East Asia Command personalities reports 1968-72
MB1/K220 South East Asia Command personalities reports 1943-71
MB1/K221 Paintings: mainly requests for transparencies of THE IRON FORGE by Joseph Wright of Derby 1968-79
MB1/K221A Paintings: portrait of King Edward VII by Sir Arthur Cope 1953-78
MB1/K221B Photograph of the portrait of King Edward VII by Sir Arthur Cope 1953-69
MB1/K222 Paintings at Broadlands: exhibitions, enquiries, etc. 1967-79
MB1/K222(1) Paintings at Broadlands 1966-82
MB1/K223 Photographs 1966-84
MB1/K224 Family photographs 1968-84
MB1/K225 Requests for photographs 1965-79
MB1/K225A Requests for photographs 1979-87
MB1/K225B Requests for photographs 1965-86
MB1/K226 Virgil Pinkley, author: EISENHOWER DECLASSIFIED 1969-77
MB1/K227 Vice Admiral James Porter: concerns letters written while staff surgeon on HMS SCOUT under the command of Prince Louis of Battenberg 1970
MB1/K227A Grant of the freedom of the city of Portsmouth to Lord Mountbatten and the opening of the new civic offices 1976
MB1/K227B Postcards and postmarks of special interest 1824-1982
MB1/K228 Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications 1968-70
MB1/K229A(1) Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry (Commander-in-Chief, Lady Patricia Brabourne): includes diamond jubilee celebrations, 1974 1966-75
MB1/K229A(2) Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry: includes the twenty-fifth anniversary of the battle of Kapyong 1976
MB1/K229A(3) Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry: includes the visit of Lord Mountbatten and Lady Patricia Brabourne 1977
MB1/K229A(4) Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry 1978
MB1/K229A(5) Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry 1979
MB1/K231 Preobrajensky Guards Regiment, USSR: the Preobrajensky March 1968-74
MB1/K231A Prime Ministers: in particular correspondence relating to the honours system; copy of the script for a satirical BBC programme THE MAN ALIVE REPORT 1968-7
MB1/K232 Prints of the Hessian branch of the family and Broadlands 1968
MB1/K232A Privy Council: attendance at a meeting 1974
MB1/K233 Proposed abolition of privy purses for Indian princes 1967-72
MB1/K234 Proposed abolition of privy purses for Indian princes 1968-79
MB1/K235 Programmes: details of Lord Mountbatten's engagements, with programmes for some events 1970-9
MB1/K236 Miscellaneous correspondents: O, P and Q 1966-81
MB1/K236(1) Miscellaneous correspondents: O, P and Q 1966-87
MB1/K237 Major General Sir Hubert Elvin Rance: 'The memoirs and personal papers of Major General Sir Hubert Rance, Director of Civil Affairs, Burma, 1945-6' 1968-74
MB1/K238 Chakravarti Rajagopalachari (Rajaji), India's first head of state: includes Rajaji centenary celebrations 1967-79
MB1/K240 Details of gramophone records 1975
MB1/K240A Colonel Gilbert Renault dit Remy: article about the Dieppe raid, 19 August 1942 1977-84
MB1/K241 Review of Western Fleet and presentation of new colours by Queen Elizabeth II 1969
MB1/K242 North Atlantic Treaty Organisation naval forces: twentieth anniversary review by Queen Elizabeth II 1969
MB1/K242A Dr Hugh Richards: items from the House of Romanov and the Grand Ducal House of Hesse-Darmstadt 1977-80
MB1/K243 Rhodesia 1966-77
MB1/K243(1) Draft Romsey town centre review plan 1979
MB1/K243A Romsey: tourist attractions, places of interest, etc. 1975-86
MB1/K243B Celia Ross: relationship between Lady Irene Windsor and Queen Victoria 1976
MB1/K244 Royal Canadian Air Force Association: presentation of royal pictures and a portrait of George Edward Alexander Edmund, first Duke of Kent 1967
MB1/K245 Royal Navy and Royal Marines 1945-84
MB1/K245A ROYAL MARINES by Walther Waagmeester 1980
MB1/K246 Royal Naval Colleges: Dartmouth and Osborne 1966-73
MB1/K246A Royal Naval Medical Service: journal 1978-9
MB1/K247 'The royal titles bill': paper by Stephen Harris, University of Washington, about Queen Victoria's titles 1971-4
MB1/K248 Mrs Walter N.Rothschild 1966-79
MB1/K250 Royal yacht cruise 1972-3
MB1/K250A Royal yacht cruise 1974
MB1/K250B Royal yacht cruise 1974
MB1/K250C Royal yacht cruise 1974
MB1/K250E Visits to Norfolk Island and Papua 1971-4
MB1/K251 Documentary film about the battle of Stalingrad 1967-8
MB1/K252 Miscellaneous correspondents: R 1965-87
MB1/K252(1) Miscellaneous correspondents: R 1980-7
MB1/K252A Dr Harold G.Scheie, Scheie Eye Institute, United States of America 1971-9
MB1/K253 Lieutenant Colonel Sir James Scott: viceregal tour programmes and dinner plans 1947-71
MB1/K253A Sculpture collection at Broadlands 1978
MB1/K254 Amalgamation of service film corporations 1968
MB1/K255 Anthony Ashley-Cooper, tenth Earl of Shaftesbury: archives held at St Giles 1970
MB1/K255A Boats, yachts and ships: photographs and cap ribbons 1974-6
MB1/K256 Articles from SHIPS MONTHLY magazine 1966-73
MB1/K256A Brigadier David Lansana, Commander of Forces in Sierra Leone: appeals against his death sentence for treason 1974-5
MB1/K257 Shooting: shooting programmes, game cards, details of firearms, etc. 1965-78
MB1/K257A Shooting: shooting programmes at Broadlands 1976-9
MB1/K259 Silver wedding celebrations of Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, 1972, and Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee celebrations, 1977 1972-7
MB1/K259A Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee celebrations 1977
MB1/K259C Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee celebrations 1977
MB1/K259D Silver Jubilee review of the fleet by Queen Elizabeth II 1977
MB1/K261  South East Asia Command: Lieutenant General Noel Irwin  1968-78
MB1/K262  South East Asia Command: request for photographs of the Japanese surrender, 1945, and its commemoration  1972-8
MB1/K263  South East Asia Command: research and articles  1966-82
MB1/K263A  South East Asia Command  1973-5
MB1/K263B  South East Asia Command: participation of the United States of America  1973-7
MB1/K263C  South East Asia Command  1977-86
MB1/K264  South East Asia Command: Section E of Report to Combined Chiefs of Staff, Post Surrender Tasks; article by Laurens Van Der Post, and 'Indo-China: sign posts in the storm' by Commander J.Davidson 1969-78
MB1/K264A  South East Asia Command: recollections of Lieutenant Commander Edward W.Collins  1974-9
MB1/K264B  South East Asia Command: war diary and regimental history of the Machine Gun Battalion of the Twentieth Frontier Force Regiment of the Indian army, 1940-6, by R.M.Halliday  1973-5
MB1/K264C  South East Asia Command: Dutch-British-Indonesian relations  1973-8
MB1/K264D  South East Asia Command: about photographs taken by Sidney Glaskie of Lord Mountbatten arriving at New Delhi in SISTER ANNE  1974-84
MB1/K264E  South East Asia Command: regimental history  1978-84
MB1/K265  South Africa: possible visit by Lord Mountbatten and a request for his support against the sale of arms  1970-9
MB1/K266  South East England planning development: plans for 'Solent city' and opposition by the Solent Protection Society  1968-9
MB1/K267  WASA (Swedish warship, sank 1628) exhibition at the Science Museum  1967
MB1/K268  Correspondence arising from Lord Mountbatten's speeches  1966-79
MB1/K268A  Speeches: Sir Winston Churchill  1965-72
MB1/K268B  Trafalgar day addresses  1955-74
MB1/K269  'The Unsinkable Commonwealth': speech to the Empire Club of Canada at Toronto, 1967, with supporting material about the Commonwealth  1964-78
MB1/K269A  Speech made at the naval chaplains' dinner, Amport House, Andover  1976-7
MB1/K269B  'Physiotherapy and manipulation from a patient's point of view': opening address given to the National Congress of the Chartered Society of Physiotherapy, 1976, and subsequent article  1976-9
MB1/K269D  House of Lords debate on the Earl Mountbatten of Burma statue; inscription on the plinth  1981
MB1/K270  Lieutenant Colonel Henry Steel: research on a book on South East Asia Command  1960-73
MB1/K271 Charles Strong  1965-73


MB1/K273 Miscellaneous correspondents: S  1967-86

MB1/K273(1) Miscellaneous correspondents: S  1979-87

MB1/K275 Correspondence about tape recordings (audio and video) held by the Broadlands archives 1969-76

MB1/K276 Bloxham tapes: papers about tape recordings of Graham Huxtable under hypnosis  1965-77

MB1/K277 Precis of the tape recording of a talk with Wing Commander Anthony Le Hard (MB4/26)  1965

MB1/K278 Rear Admiral John Templeton-Cotill: recognition of his services  1968-81

MB1/K279 Roy Herbert Thomson, first Baron Thomson of Fleet: the Thomson Foundation  1968-9

MB1/K280 Thailand, Nai Pridi Banomyong  1970

MB1/K281 Visit of the Dalai Lama  1974

MB1/K283 Typex cypher machine 1968

MB1/K284 Miscellaneous correspondents: T  1966-79

MB1/K284(1) Miscellaneous correspondents: T  1982-7

MB1/K284A United States of America: includes correspondence with Presidents Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford, with Vice Presidents Nelson Rockefeller, and about a visit to the USA  1970-6

MB1/K286 Correspondence about valuations of silver, pictures, etc.  1969-78

MB1/K286A Correspondence with King Hussein of Jordan, Laurence Kerr Olivier, Baron Olivier, Charles Chaplin, Thor Heyerdahl  1966-79

MB1/K287 Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States: presentation of gold medals of merit  1966

MB1/K288 Papers about the transcription and publication of the letters of Princess Victoria of Hesse to her grandmother, Queen Victoria  1967-70

MB1/K289 Queen Victoria and haemophilia  1968-72

MB1/K290 Air Vice Marshal Stanley Flamank Vincent: victory honours  1967

MB1/K291 Vosper Thornycroft Limited, shipbuilders  1971-2

MB1/K292 Viceroy: the transfer of power in India, and the circumstances of Lord Mountbatten's appointment as Viceroy  1947-79

MB1/K294 General A.C.Wedemeyer, United States Army  1966-83

MB1/K294A Wedgwood portrait medallion of Lord Mountbatten 1978-9

MB1/K296A Professor Stanley Wolpert: interview with Lord Mountbatten 1978

MB1/K297 Work study and job evaluation including its introduction into the Royal Navy 1966-77

MB1/K298 Replies to requests for information on World War II 1966-7


MB1/K300 Lieutenant General Raymond A.Wheeler: mainly concerning his death 1968-78

MB1/K300A The raising of the WASA in Stockholm harbour 1959-73

MB1/K301 Captain A.V.S.Yates, Royal Navy 1965-85

MB1/K302 Miscellaneous correspondents: W 1968-79

MB1/K302(1) Miscellaneous correspondents: U to Z 1967-87

MB1/K303 Papers of special interest 1966

MB1/K304 Papers of special interest 1966

MB1/K305 Papers of special interest 1967

MB1/K306 Papers of special interest 1967

MB1/K307 Papers of special interest: photographs, leaflets, etc., of Commander A.M.Hughes concerning South East Asia Command and Burma 1945

MB1/K308 Papers of special interest: Commander A.M.Hughes' papers and photographs of Rangoon, 1945, and blue ensign with Burmese peacock 1945-67

MB1/K309 Television series: the production and the preview of THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN by John Terraine 1965-73

MB1/K310 Television series: world-wide distribution of THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN and television ratings 1969-76

MB1/K311 Television series: production of a gramophone record of THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969-70

MB1/K312 Television series: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN, including an inventory of sound and film material at Broadlands and an index to the continuity sheets 1967-9

MB1/K313 Television series: script research for THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1965-8

MB1/K314 Television series: correspondence relating to arrangements for filming and to aspects of and cuts in the script for THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1966-9

MB1/K315 Television series: correspondence about filming locations for THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1966-7
MB1/K316 Television series: correspondence about filming locations for THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1966-7

MB1/K317 Television series: eye-witnesses to be used in THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1966-9

MB1/K318 Television series: agreement with the Imperial War Museum relating to THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1966

MB1/K319 Television series: dictation transcripts for THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1967

MB1/K320 Television series: Australian and New Zealand press reaction to THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969-70

MB1/K321 Television series: Canadian press reaction to THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969-74

MB1/K322 Television series: Maltese press reaction to THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K323 Television series: photographs concerning THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN and British press reaction to the series 1968-9

MB1/K324 Television series: press reaction to THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K325 Television series: comments from friends, etc., on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1968-77

MB1/K326 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1968-9

MB1/K327 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1968-9

MB1/K328 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K329 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K330 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K331 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K332 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K333 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K334 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K335 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969-70

MB1/K336 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969-70

MB1/K337 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969-71

MB1/K338 Television series: comments sent to Thames Television Company about THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1968-9
MB1/K339 Television series: comments sent to Thames Television Company about THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K340 Television series: comments sent to Thames Television Company about THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K341 Television series: comments on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1968-73

MB1/K342 Television series: comments from North America on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969-77

MB1/K343 Television series: comments from Malta on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K344 Television series: comments from the Channel Islands on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969

MB1/K345 Television series: comments from Australia and New Zealand on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969-72

MB1/K346 Television series: comments from Holland and Sweden on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1969-71

MB1/K346A Television series: comments from South Africa on THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1979


MB1/K348 Television series: production of THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN 1968-74

MB1/K349 Television series: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF LORD MOUNTBATTEN and French television ORTF 1970


MB1/K351 Visit to Malaysia 1967

MB1/K351(1) Visit to New York and Nassau 1965-6

MB1/K352 Visit to Canada: speeches, programmes, press cuttings, etc. 1967

MB1/K353 Visit to Canada: programmes, press cuttings, etc. 1967

MB1/K354 Visit to Canada: the Burmese and Indian pavilions at `Expo 67' 1967

MB1/K355 Visit to the United States of America: including Variety Club Centres 1968

MB1/K356 Visit to the United States of America: Variety Club programme 1968

MB1/K357 Visit to Belgium to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the Zeebrugge raid 1968
MB1/K358  Visit to Paris  1968
MB1/K359  Visit to New York to open 'Macy's great festival of Great Britain'  1968
MB1/K360  Visit to the Bahamas and North America: mainly concerns the first sailing of RMS Queen Elizabeth II from New York  1969
MB1/K361  Visit to Paris  1969
MB1/K361A  Miscellaneous magazines, birthday cards  1966-79
MB1/K362  Visit to Bilbao for launching of the cargo vessel DAVID, MARQUIS OF MILFORD HAVEN 1970
MB1/K363  Visit to Canada  1972-3
MB1/K364  Visit to the United States of America  1972-3
MB1/K365  Visit to China  1973-4
MB1/K366  Visit to Nepal for the coronation of King Birendra  1975
MB1/K367  Visit to Nepal for the coronation of King Birendra: press cuttings  1975
MB1/K368  Visit to Russia  1975
MB1/K368A  Visits to the United States of America  1975-9
MB1/K369  Visit to Saudi Arabia, India and Australia  1976
MB1/K370  Visit to Maryland, United States of America  1976
MB1/K371  Visit to Australia  1956-77
MB1/K372  Informal visit to the Soviet naval ship ORBRAZTSOVOY at Portsmouth  1976
MB1/K373  Visit to Sweden for the wedding of King Carl Gustav and Silvia Sommerlath  1976
MB1/K373A  Visit to Kuala Lumpur  1976
MB1/K374  Visit to France  1976-7
MB1/K375  Visit to Oslo  1977
MB1/K376  Visit to Malta  1977
MB1/K377  Visit to Kenya  1977
MB1/K378  Visit to Darmstadt  1977
MB1/K379  Visit to Egypt: includes meeting with President Anwar Sadat  1973-8
MB1/K380  Visit to West Germany  1978
MB1/K381 Plans for visits to Far East, Singapore, Australia 1979
MB1/K381A 41 Commando Group: departure from Malta; visit of Lord Mountbatten 1977
MB1/K381(1) Details of funerals attended by Lord Mountbatten and arrangements for his own funeral 1970-9
MB1/K381(2) Arrangements made by Lord Mountbatten for his own funeral 1971-6
MB1/K381(3) Arrangements made by Lord Mountbatten for his own funeral 1971-9
MB1/K381(4) Arrangements for Lord Mountbatten's funeral 1974-80
MB1/K381(5) Arrangements for Lord Mountbatten's funeral 1979-80
MB1/K381(6) Correspondence and newspaper cuttings concerning Lord Mountbatten's death 1979-86
MB1/K381(7) Memorial and thanksgiving services held for Lord Mountbatten 1979-80
MB1/K381(8) Letters of condolence following Lord Mountbatten's death 1979
MB1/K381(9) Letters of condolence following Lord Mountbatten's death 1979
MB1/K381(10) Letters of condolence following Lord Mountbatten's death 1979
MB1/K381(11) Letters of condolence following Lord Mountbatten's death 1979
MB1/K381(12) Letters of condolence following Lord Mountbatten's death 1979
MB1/K381(13) Letters of condolence following Lord Mountbatten's death 1979
MB1/K381(14) Telegrams of condolence following Lord Mountbatten's death 1979
MB1/K381(15) Details of telephone calls received expressing sympathy following Lord Mountbatten's death 1979
MB1/K382(1) Westminster Abbey memorial to Lord and Lady Mountbatten (sculpture, Christopher Ironside) 1979-85
MB1/K382(2) Mountbatten Memorial Forest at Migdal Ha'Emek, Israel 1982
MB1/K382(3) Photographs of Lord Mountbatten's funeral and various memorials 1979
MB1/K382(4) Statue of Lord Mountbatten on Foreign Office Green: includes details of appeal and list of donors 1981-5
MB1/K382(5) Details of memorials and tributes to Lord Mountbatten; Mountbatten Memorial Trust 1980-4
MB1/K382(7) Details of memorials and tributes to Lord Mountbatten 1979-82
MB1/K382(8) G.Dykes: account of Lord Mountbatten's funeral 1980-3
MB1/K382(9) Details of memorials and tributes to Lord Mountbatten 1979-84
MB1/K382(10) Details of memorials and tributes to Lord Mountbatten 1983-5